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For bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains D with smooth boundary in C”, 
we introduce a kind of *mean oscillation” in terms of the Kobayashi metric. For 
f l L.‘(D), it is shown that if / has “bounded mean oscillation on D,” then the 
Hankel operators H, and H, from the Bergman space H’(D). consisting of all 
holomorphic Lz functions, into L2(D) are bounded; if f has “vanishing mean 
oscillation at the boundary of D,” then H, and H, are compact. For f .s H2(D). the 
conditions are also necessary. ‘i’ 15’92 Acadcmlc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth 
boundary in C”. The Bergman space H2(D), consisting of holomorphic 
L2 functions, is a closed subspace of the Hilbert space L2. The Bergman 
projection P is the orthogonal projection from L*(D) onto H’(D) defined 
by 
Pf(z)=jK( z, w)f(w) du(w). 
Here K(z, W) is the Bergman reproducing kernel of H*(D). For f‘~ L*(D), 
the Hankel operator I-I/ from H*(D) into L*(D) is defined by 
If, = (I- P) M,, where M/ is the multiplication operator from H2(D) into 
L’(D) given by M,g(z)=f(z). g(z). If, is densely defined on H*(D) 
[23, p. 3061. The purpose of this paper is to characterize the functions 
f E L’(D) such that If/ and HJ are bounded and the functions f l L* such 
that H, and HJ are compact. In [2] and [3], D. Bekolle, C. A. Berger, 
L. A. Coburn, and K. H. Zhu proved that for bounded symmetric domains, 
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the Hankel operators H,, Hy are bounded iff S has bounded mean oscilla- 
tion on D; the Hankel operators H,, H/ are compact iff f has vanishing 
mean oscillation at the boundary dD, where the mean oscillation will be 
defined later. At the end of the papers, they conjectured that all these 
results are true for bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains in @“. In this 
paper we partially prove the conjecture on bounded strongly pseudoconvex 
domains. In fact, we prove that for a bounded strongly pseudoconvex 
domain with C” boundary, iffe L'(D) has bounded mean oscillation on 
D, then the Hankel operators H, and Hr are bounded; if f has vanishing 
mean oscillation at the boundary, then the Hankel operators H,.and H/are 
compact. To state our results more precisely, we need to define several 
different spaces. 
Let BC(D) denote the algebra of bounded continuous functions on D 
and C,(D) denote the subspace of .J‘E BC(D) such that f(z) -+O when 
d(z, c?D) + 0. 
Let I, = K( ~1, z)/K(;, 2)“‘. Define the Berezin transform of fe L2 as 
PI 
IffEL'(D), we write MO(j; z)=(lf12)- (z)- lf(z)12. Then MO(f, Z) is a 
continuous function on D. We say f has bounded mean oscillation on D 
(i.e., fe BMO(D)) provided that MO(S, 2) E BC( D), we say S has vanishing 
mean oscillation at the boundary 2D (i.e., f E VMO(D)) provided that 
MO(f, z) E C,(D). In addition, we define 
F={j%L2(D):(IS12)- (z)eBC(D)}, 
.F= {jkL2(D):(I.f12)- (z)EC,;(D)) 
Clearly, it follows that 9 c BMO and .Y c VMO. For S a subset of D, we 
write 
IIsIl$,.~,=suP (If12)’ (z), Ilfll.9r= lIfll.qD,; 
ZES 
Ilf II B&f(j(S, = sup MO(fl zP2 and II f II BMO = II f II BMO(fJ)’ 
I E s 
Before we define another kind of mean oscillation, we recall the defini- 
tions of some intrinsic metrics on a bounded domain D in @“. 
For p in D and s’ in C”, the infinitesimal Kobayashi metric of D is 
defined by 
F,(p, t)=inf{~>O:3f~d(D) withf(O)=pandf’(O)=Ua}. 
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Here A is the unit disc on the complex plane @, A(D) denotes the space of 
all holomorphic mappings from A to D. For any C’ curve r(r): [0, 1] + D, 
we define the Kobayashi length of v(t) as L,(y)=jiF,(y(t), v’(r)) dt. If 
p, q~ D, we write fl(p, q) = inf(l,(y)}, where the inlimum is taken over all 
C’ curves y with y(O) = p and y(l) = y. For bounded strongly pseudo- 
convex domains with C z boundary, b( ., .) is a complete metric and gives 
the usual topology on D [16; and 18, p. 193. In addition, the Kobayashi 
metric balls 
are open subsets of D and 
E(E(a, r), R)= {ZE D: inf /l(w,z)<R}=E(a,r+R) 
H E E1a.r) 
(see [18, p. 241). 
For p E D and 5 EC”, let F,(p, 5) denote the infinitesimal Bergman 
metric [ 161 defined by 
For p, qe D, the Caratheodory distance between them is given [16] by 
a4 9) = SUP{P(f(P)V f(4)))? 
where p( ., .) is the Bergman distance on the unit disc A and the supremum 
is taken over all f E D(A), the space of all holomorphic mappings from D 
to A. 
Let lE(z, r)] denote the Lebesgue volume of E(z, r). For any r > 0 and f 
in L*, we define the functions 
fh r) = IQz, r)l ' j f(w) de(w) 
.qz.r) 
and 
MOAf, z) = IQz, r)l -’ lE,, ,, If(w)-f(z, r)l’ du(w) 
on D. If D is a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth 
boundary, then the Kobayashi distance function j?(z, W) is continuous on 
D [18]. Thus, it is easy to check that 3(z, r) is a continuous function of z. 
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For each fixed r > 0, we have associated spaces BMO,(D) and VMO,( D) 
defined by 
f E BMO,( D) o MO,(S, z) is bounded on D 
and 
f E VMO,( D) o MO,( j; z) -+ 0 as z -+ dD. 
In addition, we define a “norm” on BMO,(D) by 
II ./ II, = sup MO,(f, ~1’;‘. 
.-F/l 
Throughout this paper, for D a domain in c”, we realize it as a domain 
in [wz” by identifying z=(z,, zz, . . . . z,) with X=(X,, y,, x2, y,, . . . . x,, y,), 
where zi=x,+fi.y, (j= 1, 2, . . . . n). Let 
qazi= 112. (a/ax, - VT-l. alay,), a~az, = 112. (a/ax, + J-r. alay,). 
We call r(z) a delining function of a bounded domain D with smooth 
boundary provided 
(1) D= (z~Q)“:r(z)<O} and r(z)EC”(V’). 
(2) [grad r(z)1 # 0 for all z E 2D. 
For a point p in dD, the complex tangent space at p is defined by 
T;(aD)= @C”:~~.<,=O}. 
{ 
Let T,(aD) denote the real tangent space at p. By our identification of a=” 
with [W’“, it is obvious that T,,(ZD) = { 5 E C” : Re{x (c?r(p)/dz,) . r,} = 0) 
(see [23]). 
Remark. It is well known that if r,(z) and r2(z) are two defining func- 
tions of D, then there is a positive function P(Z)E C’(d) such that r,(z) = 
p(z). r2(z) on a neighborhood U of 2D. Therefore, there is a constant c > 0 
such that c.lr,l < lr21 <c-‘.lr,I on U [16, p. 1093 and the definitions of 
the tangent spaces do not rely on the defining function r(z). 
For D a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary 
we mean that there is a defining function r(z) E Cm(D) and a constant k 
such that 
c ” “2’o.t,.[,+,(/2 ,.,=, az& 
for all p E dD and r E C”. 
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For a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain D with smooth boundary 
and YE L*(D), our main results follow. 
THEDREM A. (1) For each r > 0, f E BMO(D) if and only if 
f E BMO,( D). 
(2) rff E BMO( D), then the Hankel operators Hland Hfare bounded. 
THEOREM B. (1) For each r > 0, f E VMO(D) if and only if 
.f E VMO,(D). 
(2) Iff E VMO(D), then the Hankel operators H, and HI are compact. 
THEOREM C. For f E L’(D), the multiplication operator M, from H’(D) 
to L’(D) is bounded lff f E g(D); M, is compact lff f E Y(D). 
For D a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth 
boundary, following S. G. Krantz and D. Ma [ 173, we define the Bloch 
space to be 
where the sup is taken over all p E D and 0 # 5 E T,(D), f,(p): T,(D) + . . 
T’,oJQ=) IS Induced by f: D -+ C. 
Similarly we detine the little Bloch space to be 
It is obvious that aOcL@. 
For ?j # 0, since F,(z, 0 > 0 on a bounded strongly pseudoconvex 
domain D in C” [9], for any f E&I(D) and S a subset of D we can define 
where p, is a fixed interior point of D. 
We also write 
BMOA(D)=BMO(D)nH2(D), VMOA(D)=VMO(D)n H’(D). 
For f E HZ and D a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth 
boundary, we have 
THEOREM D. HY is bounded iff f E BMOA(D) iff f E 93(D). 
THEOREM E. HJ is compact iff f E VMOA(D) iff f E B,,(D). 
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In the proofs of these results, many ideas come from [2, 33. Since we do 
not have a transitive group of holomorphic automorphisms for general 
strongly pseudoconvex domains, some new methods are needed. In Sect. 2, 
we discuss some useful properties of the Kobayashi metric and the 
Caratheodory metric on strongly pseudoconvex domains. In Sect. 3, we 
give some estimates and properties of the Bergman kernels on strongly 
pseudoconvex domains. In Sect. 4, we give some useful estimates of the 
Berezin transform offs L’(O). In Sect. 5, we discuss Carleson measures on 
D and prove the second part of Theorem A. In Sect. 6, we prove that 
BMO(D) = BMO,( D) and VMO(D) = VMO,(D) for all r > 0. Theorem B 
is proved in Sect. 7. Theorem D and Theorem E are proved in Sect. 8. 
2. THE IWRINSIC METRICS ON STRONGLY PSEUD~~ONVEX DOMAINS 
In this section, we give some useful properties and estimates of the 
Bergman metric, the Kobayashi metric, and the Caratheodory metric on 
strongly pseudoconvex domains. 
LEMMA 1 [25]. Let D he a bounded strongly pseudoconoex domain with 
smooth boundary in rC”. For any z, w E D, there is a constant k > 0 such that 
l/k ./?(z, w) Q C(z, w) s B(z, w). 
LEMMA 2 [4]. Let D be a bounded domain in @” with C2 boundary. For 
any z, w E D, iff E D(A), then 
Ia9 w)12 
Nz, z). ww, w) 
p- IfW12)U - IfWl’) 
. 11 -f(z) .f(w)l’ 
LEMMA 3. If 0 < s < 1, then for each 0 < E < 1 we have 
ln 1 +(l -s)V& 
I -(I -.~)‘!2 sI: 
Proof. Note that 
and for y 2 1 we have 
SO (2) is true. 
In(y)<& -’ . y”, 
(1) 
(2) 
Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 4. If D is a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
smooth boundary in C”, then for each 0 <E < 1 and 2, w in D, 
B(w)<k.C(z,w)<4k.E-‘. 
[ 
K(z, z).K(w, w) E 
IK(z, w)12 1 . (3) 
Proof. For each f E D(A), by Lemma 2 we have 
[ 
, _ Im WN’ 
K(z, z). K(w, w) 1 [ I/*> , -(I - If(z)12).(1 -If(w) I:* ’ 11 -f(z).f(w)l' 1 
Since In( 1 +x/l -x) is an increasing function of XE [0, 11, it follows that 
ln 1 + [l- IK(z, W)I*/K(Z,Z)-K(W, w)]‘12 
1 - [l - I&z, w)l2/K(z, z). K(W, w)]‘:‘2 
>In 1 + Cl -(I - lf~z)12)4 - If(w)12)/ll -fwf(w)1’1”* 
’ 1 -Cl -Cl - If(Z)12)~(1 - If(w)12M1 -./(wf@41*1’~* 
=p(f(z)vf(w)). 
This is because 
1-u- lf(z)12).(1 - IfWl') I:*= If@)-f(w)1 
11 -fWfb912 1 I1 -f(z) .f(w)l 
and for x, y in A, 
~(4 Y) = In 
1 + lx- y]/]l -x.jl 
1 - Ix-,,I/11 -x.j,l’ 
On the other hand, by the definition of the Bergman kernel it is clear that 
IK(z, w)l*sK(z,Z).K(w, w). 
From Lemma 3 and the definition of the Caratheodory metric C(z, w) we 
get 
C(z, W)<4&-‘~[K(z,z)~K(w, w)/lK(z, w)l2]” for O<c<l. 
By Lemma 1 we have proved (3). 
Remark. A similar result was proved in [4], in fact. Jacob Burbea 
proved 
[l - (]K(z, w)]*/K(z, z).K(w, w))“*]“*> [l -sech C(z, w)]“*. 
5XO:lof~2-l I 
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To conclude this section, we discuss some relations between the 
Kobayashi distance and the usual Euclidean distance. 
For D a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary 
in@“,thereisad>OsuchthatifzEDg={zED,d(z,(?D)<6},thenthere 
exists an unique point n(z) in dD with d(z, n(z)) = d(z, JD) and z = K(Z) + 
d(z, i?D) . \I, where v is the unit inner normal vector at n(z). For any 
i E T,(D), we can decompose it to be < = rh: + &, where th’ is the compo- 
nent in the complex normal direction at n(z) and rT. are the components 
in the complex tangent directions at X(Z) (for details about the decomposi- 
tion in the complex normal direction and complex tangential directions see 
[ 16, p. 3073 or [9, p. 226 3). For D a bounded strongly pseudoconvex 
domain with smooth boundary in C”, we have the following estimates 
about the infinitesimal Kobayashi metric and the component in the 
complex normal direction of the above decomposition. 
LEMMA 5. For the given D, there exist constants 6, and M, (i = 1, 2, 3) 
such that if z E DJ, = {Z E D : d(z, (?D) -C 6, } and < E T,(D), then 
(4) 
and 
M~~Cl~,vl/d(z~ aD)+ 15,1/4~,~~)‘~23 
<F,(z, <)~M,~Cl~.ll&, dD)+ Itrl/d(z, W”‘], 
ujhere r(z) is a defining function of D. 
Proox Note that for p E aD and 5 EC” 
(5) 
ltNI = Igrad ON 1 .i$pl. 
If we let 6, < 6 and z E Da,, then Iz - n(z)1 = d(z, c?D). An application of the 
mean value theorem yields that 
Wz) ar(n(z)) --- dM.d(z,aD) 
az, dz, 
for j= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Then one can prove (4) by direct computation using above estimates and 
the definition of r(z). (5) can be found in [I, 93. Q.E.D. 
For z E Da, we let P,(r, , rz) denote the polydisc centered at z with radius 
r, in the complex normal direction and radius r2 in each complex 
tangential direction. 
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LEMMA 6. Let D he a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
smooth boundary in C”. If z E Da, and 6, is small enough, then for the 
Kobayashi balls E(z, r), there are constants a, and bi (i = 1, 2) only 
depending on r and D such that 
P,(a, .d(z, ZD), h, .d(z, ?D)“‘) 
c E(z, r) c P,(az .d(z, ZD), b2 .d(z, 8D)““). (6) 
Moreover, if r < 1, we can let a, = A . r and bz = B. r with the constunts A 
and B only depending on D. 
Proof. By direct computation using the explicit formula for the 
Kobayashi distance on the unit ball in C” [ 16, p. 3691, one obtains the 
estimates on balls in C”. A slight modification of G. M. Khenkin’s 
arguments [ 14, p. 6461 yields the results in the Lemma. Q.E.D. 
Remark. A similar result was stated in [ 173. 
COROLLARY 7. Let D be a domain as in Lemma 6 and z E D6,, For 
WE E(z, r) we have 
and 
I(z-w)Tl <q,/&K), I(z- w),+,I <c.d(z, 8D) (7) 
M, .d(z, 2D)” + ’ d (E(z, r)l d M,.d(z, dD)“+‘, 
where c, M,, and M, are constants which only depend on r. 
(8) 
Proof: Direct computation. 
Remark. Note that K= D\D,, is compact and the Kobayashi metric is 
equivalent to the Euclidean metric on any compact subset of a bounded 
strongly pseudoconvex domain [ 16, p. 3973. By direct computation it is 
easy to check that for z in K, if we use the notation P,(r, R) to denote the 
polydisc {I w, - zI I < r, I Wi - z, I < R for i = 2, 3, . . . . n}, then the results in 
Lemma 6 and Corollary 7 hold for all z E K. We will use these results 
without further comment. 
3. THE BERGMAN KERNEL OF A BOUNDED STRONGLY 
PSEUDOCONVEX DOMAIN IN C” 
In this section, we give some useful properties and estimates of the 
Bergman kernel on a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain D with 
smooth boundary in C”. Most of the results in this section are taken from 
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the works of C. Fefferman [7], N. Kerzman [ 133, G. Henkin [ 121, 
S. G. Krantz [ 151, and R. M. Range [23]. Throughout this section, 
D always denotes a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
smooth boundary in C”. The defining function r(z) always satisfies 
I:, =, (Z’r(z)/Zz, 25,). W, . ‘2’, > k /w-I’ for all z E ZD and w  in @” with some 
constant k > 0. 
LEMMA 8 [ 101. For the given D, there exist a constant Ed and a defining 
function r(z) such that r(z) E C=(c”) and 
r(z) = -d(z, aD) lf ZE d with d(z, (?D) <E,,, 
r(z) = d(z, aD) if z~D“withd(z,ZD)<c,. 
(9) 
Consequently, ji)r any a’efining function r(z) E C =, if z E D,, , then 
c.d(z, ZD)< Ir(z)l <<c-I .d(z, aD) 
for some constant c. We use the notation Ir(z)j =d(z, JD) to denote this. 
THEOREM 9 [7]. For the defining function r(z), there is a constant 6, > 0 
so small that when 
the Bergman kernel has the form 
K(~‘,z)=C.Igradr(z)(~det(l(z)).X (“+‘)(z, w)+&z, w), (10) 
where R(z, w) is an admissible kernel of weight 2 -(n + l/2); 
d*r(z) 
f,(z)= - ( > dz, Tz, 
is an n x n matrix; 
and for an admissible kernel of weight k < 0, we have 
IQz, w)l G C. (Ir(z)l + Ir(w)l + AZ, bv)Ik, (12) 
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with 
p(z, w)= Iz-WI’+ i - , F.(w,-zj)l. 
I 
LEMMA 1.0 [23]. If 6, is small enough, then there are positive constants 
C, (i= 1, 2, 3,4) such that for all (z, W)E Rdu, we have 
C,< lgrad r(z)l’.)det L(z)( CC,, 
(13) 
C,.F(z, w)< IX(z, w)l <C,.F(z, w), 
where 
F(z, w) = Ir(z)l + Ir(w)l + IIm X(z, w)l + )z - WI’. 
Before going on, we write m=4 max,,, {[grad r(z)l} + 1 and let c be 
the same constant as that given in Lemma 8 for the defining function r(z), 
where SL is a ball containing 6. 
COROLLARY 11. For the 6, given in Lemma 9, let 6, = (c/(4 .m)) .6,,. If 
ZED~, and WED with (w-z1 <(l/(4.m)).6,, then there are constants M, 
(i= 1,2) such that 
IK(z, w)l <M,[lr(z)l+ Ir(w)l+ lz-WI’+ (ImX(z, w)I]-‘“+I) (15) 
and 
IK(z, z)l < M, . [r(z)1 'n+ I'. 
Proof: If z E D,,, then it is clear that Ir(z)l < l/4.6, by using Lemma 8. 
From the mean value theorem we have 
for some r in Q. Thus Ir(w)l < l/2.6, for Iw - z] < (6,/(4. m)). Conse- 
quently (z, w) E RaO. An application of Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 yields the 
corollary. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 12. For a given R > 0, there are constants 6,) M3, M, only 
depending on R such that 
M, . Ir(z)l ‘n+ ‘) < IK(z, w)l < M,. [r(z)1 ‘n+ ‘) (16) 
whenever z E Db, and w E E(z, R). Consequently we have 
K(z, z) < M,/M, . INZ, w)l. (17) 
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Proof For z E D6, and w  E E(z, R), from the Taylor expansion of r(w) 
we get that the inequality 
Ir(w Ir(z)l+ ~~(w,-z,)~+O(12-w12) 
[ I I 1 
holds when d, is small enough. From (4), (6), and Corollary 7 it is easy to 
see that if WEE(Z, R), then 
Jr(z) c- 2z (M’, - 2,) G c”’ . d(i, c?D) and 1’ - WI’ < C”. d(z, i?D), 
/ 
where the constant C” only depends on R and D. Moreover, we can choose 
6, so small that 6, < cO, where E” is the same as in Lemma 8. For z E D,,, 
we have d(z, i?D) z Ir(z)l. By direct computation, it follows that 
h-(z) 
CT (w-z,) <M’~lr(z)l. I 
Ir(w)l < M’. Ir(z)l, I= - WI’ < M’ . Ir(z)l, (19) 
and then (z, W) E R,, by shrinking 6, if necessary, where M’ only depends 
on R and D. Moreover, since r(z) E C”(d), it is easy to check that 
Jim X(z, w)/ <M*lr(z)l by using (18) and (19), where M* is a constant. 
Combining (13) with (18) and (19) yields 
IX(z, w)l < 154”. Ir(z)l. (20) 
Therefore. 
[grad r(z)1 .det(L(z)) . ]X(z, w)l -‘“+ ” > C2. M” W+ I’. [r(z)] -” + I’. 
However, 
lR(Z, W)l < C’. [r(z)1 -(n+ ‘12’, 
for all (z, W)E Rdo. From Theorem 9, it follows that 
IK(z, w)l 2 [C,.M”-‘“+‘)-C’. lr(z)l”2]. [r(z)1 (n+‘). 
If we let 6, be so small that [r(z)1 < [l/2. C, . M” “+I’. C’ ‘I2 when 
z E Da, (it is possible by Lemma 8) and write M, = 1/2C, . M” ‘” + “, finally 
we get the left side of (16). The right side of (16) has been proved in 
Corollary 11. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 13 [23,5]. Let D be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain 
with smooth boundary in d=“. For real numbers %, s satisfying 0 < 1. + I <s, 
one has 
sup Ir(z)l” ‘-- ’ . Ir(w)j’/F(z, w)“+.‘dv(w)< xc, (21) 
ZED 
D 
where F(z, w) is the function given in L.emma 10. 
THEOREM 14 [13]. kt A= {z,z):zEdD}, thenK(z, w)~C~(bxb\A). 
4. BMO(D) 
In this section, we establish some useful properties of the Berezin trans- 
forms of functions in BMO(D). The results in this section were proved for 
bounded symmetric domains in [3] and [2]. Since we do not have a 
group of holomorphic transitive automorphisms for general strongly 
pseudoconvex domains, our proofs are more subtle. 
LEMMA 15 [23. Let D be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
smooth boundary in @“. For each C ’ curve y in D and each f E BMO( D), 
there is a constant M such that 
I I -&t)) G2 ~~4(y’(t), y’(t)) 
where FB(y(t), f(t)) is the Bergman metric of‘ D at the point r(t) in the 
direction y’(t). 
Proof: The left side comes from [Z]. For the right side, see [6, p. 2571 
or [8]. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 16. rff E BMO( D), then 
If(Z)-3M GM’ IlfllBMO~Bk w). (24) 
THEOREM 17. If f~ BMO(D), then f-f~9(D) and Ilf-3Il,< 
c. IlfllBMO. 
Prooj First of all, as we show in Theorem 19, ME L*(D). Since 
f~ BMO(D), it follows that Y-Se L*(O). 
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Ulf-f1’,- (z)l’.‘2= j MM.MH’)12 lk:(~v)12 ~dU(W) 
[ 1 
I;2 
[J " If(w-y(Z)J* Ik,(w)l*du(w) 1 ';* < 
+ [J - Is(z)-f(w)l* (k,(w)12dt’(w) 1 
I;2 
6 II f ‘I BMO + 
[J 
* If(z)-f(w,l’ Ik,(w)l*du(w) “*. 1’ 
To prove the theorem, we only need to show the boundedness of the 
second term in the second inequality above. By Corollary 16 and 
Theorem 4, 
lJI+f(w,l’ l~,~~~12~~*~IIS1/2,,,~B~~, ~)*+L(~)I* 
< 16~-*.(kM)~. Ilfll;,, (K(z, w)12 4r:K(w, ~)*“X(Z,Z)*~ ‘. (25) 
By Theorem 13, 14, and Corollary 1 I it follows that for each E > 0 with 
4.5. (n + 1) < I, there is a constant M,(E) such that 
I 
I&, w)l* 4r. K(w, w)*” dL(w) < M, . K(z, z)’ 2r, 
where M,(E) does not depend on z. Therefore, 
I m-.hw Ik(w)12 ddw) 
d 16~ *.(kM)*.llfll~,,.K(z,z)*” ‘M,x(z,z)‘-2” 
= 16.5 *WW* M, . Il.%,,, 
and then 
(26) 
(27) 
[(If-Sl’,-- (z)l’i2G IIfIIBMo+4~-‘~~~ti2~IIfIlBMo. (28) 
By definition, this meansf(z)-T(z)EF(D) and Ilf-fll.~~~~llfll~~~. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 18. For D a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
smooth boundary, lyf E BMO, then the Hankel operator HJ is boun&d and 
llffyll 6 C, . II/IIm,o. 
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Proof: By Lemma 15, for each g E H’(O) we have 
Iffy&N GJ L?(z) -f(w)1 . IN29 w)l . Ig(w)l ddw) 
d M. II1‘llB.~o 1 P(iq NJ). IKK(z, M.)I . Ill do(w). (29) , 
From Theorem 4, we see that for any I: < l/2, 
fl(z, w). IK(z, w)l d4k .E-‘K(Z, zy (K(z, w)I’ 2’. K(w, w)“. 
Let us set B,(z, ~)=(4/s).K(z,z)“.IK(z, w)~‘-~~K(w, w)’ and let r(z) be 
the defining function of D given in Section 3. If we choose 0 <E < 1 
such that 4(n + 1). E < 1, then by using Corollary 11, Theorem 13, and 
Theorem 14 one obtains that there is a constant M2(c) so that 
B,(=, H.). Ir(,v)l 2(n+‘)C.dD()t,)~M2.1T(Z)I-ZE(n+‘) 
for all z E D and 
for all w  E D. 
By Schur’s test [ 111, we obtain that the operator defined by 
s B,k ~1. g(w) dNw) D 
is bounded on L’(D). Because of (29), it is obvious that If7 is bounded and 
II&II G c, . IlfllBMO. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 19. (1) IfwedefineB(g)(z)=j,fi(z,w).IK(z,w)( Ig(w)Jdv(w), 
then B is a bounded operator on L2(D). 
(2) For any positive integer y, there is a constant M,(q) such that for 
all z E D we have 
j ,W, w)’ . IkW12 do(w) < M,(y). 
D 
(3) The Berezin transform f +T is a bounded operator on f,*(D). 
Proof Assertion ( 1) has been shown in the proof of Theorem 18. 
An application of Theorem 4 and (26) implies Assertion (2). To prove 
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Assertion (3), by the methods used in the proofs of Theorem 17 and 
Theorem 18, one obtains 
I 
I/c,(w)12+(w)l -‘:(‘l+‘)du(,v),<m(&). [r(z)1 -c(‘8+” (30) 
I> 
and 
j (k:(W)~~~~r(z)~-““+“du(z)~m(&)~~r(w)~-”’”+l’ (31) 
I> 
for all E > 0 with 4 . s(n + 1) < 1, where r(z) is the defining function of D 
given in Section 3 and the constant m does not depend on z and w. By 
Schur’s test [ 113, it follows that the operator defined by 
.7(z) = J Ik(~~)12 .f(w) du(w) 
is bounded. This completes the proof of Assertion (3). Q.E.D. 
5. THE CARLESON MEASURE 
DEFINITION. Let p be a positive measure on a bounded domain D. If 
there exists a constant C> 0 such that for allf in HZ, 
then we call /L a Carleson measure. 
According to D. Luecking [20], if associated with each ZE D there is an 
open set E(z) c D containing z with the properties 
(1) E(z) c D and the characteristic function x~,;,(<) is measurable in 
D x D, 
(2) there is a constant C, >O such that 
IE2(z)l G c, IE(z)l (33) 
for every ZE D, where E’(z) = u {E(w) : E(z) n E(w) # a}, /El is the usual 
volume of E c @“, then we have 
LEMMA 20 [20]. Let p be a positive and a-finite measure on D. Suppose 
that there are constants Ci > 0 (i = 2, 3) such that 
If(~)12~C2~I&)l -Ii,-, If(w)l’d4w) for all f EH’(D) (34) 
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and 
P(~*(zN 6 c, . IE2(z)l, (35) 
then p is a Carleson measure and 
j If(w)l’dp<C2.C34’;j If(w)l*dv(w). 
n n 
(36) 
Remark. The original theorem in [20] is about the weighted Bergman 
space A”(w, D). If we let the weight function w  = 1 and let p = 2, then we 
get Lemma 20. 
THEOREM 21. LA D he a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
smooth boundary in @“. Jf we let f E 9(D) and set dp(z) = If(z)\’ dv, then 
p is a Carleson measure. 
Proof: For each z E D, let E(z) = E(z, 1) = {w E D : b(z, w) < 1). Then 
E(z) is open and x&5) is measurable on D x D. Since E(E(z, r), R) = 
E(z, r + R), it is easy to check that E’(z) = E(z, 3). From Theorem 7 we see 
that IE*(z)l <M,(3).(d(z, dD))(“+‘) and [E(z)1 >M,(l).(d(z, ZD))(“+‘), 
thus lE*(z)l < C, . [E(z)1 and C, = M2(3)/M,(1) is a constant only 
depending on D. Now we prove (34) in Lemma 20. 
For ZE D, by Lemma 6 the polydisc P,(a, -d(z), b, . d(z)‘/*) is contained 
in E(z). For f~ H*(D), using the Taylor expansion of f at z and 
Corollary 7 one can prove that 
1 
If~zV~lp,l p, I If(w do(w) 
1 
’ C’d(z, 8D)n + ’ I If(w dv(w) E,;, 
G C’-’ .M, IQ)l -’ j,, If(w do(w), 
where C’ is a constant only depending on n, a,, and b, . Therefore, we have 
proved (34). To prove (35), we recall the results about the Bergman kernel 
in Theorem 12. Then there exist constants 6,) M,, and M, independent of 
z, w  such that 
M, . [r(z)1 (“+I)< IK(z, w)l GM,,. Ir(z)l -(“+ ‘) 
and K(z, z) 6 M. IKK(z, w)l 
when z E D,, and w  E E(z, 3). 
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For ZED,,, by the delinition of p it is clear that p(E’(z))= 
jE+,) If(w du(w). M oreover, sinceftz 9( D), by the definition of 11 . I(,F it 
follows that 
From Corollary 7 and Lemma 8 we see that IE2(z)l = IE(z, 3)1> M,(3). 
d(z, c?D)” + ’ and d(z, 2D) z [r(z)/ for z in D6,. Hence, 
III‘II.‘,~~ -244,44,(3H~2(41 ‘.P(E2(Z)) 
and, eventually, 
P(~2(dmwl~2(z)l wll;~ (37) 
where M; does not depend on z E Dh,. 
For ZE D\D6, = K we have d(z, L?D) 2 b,. By the remark at the end 
of Section 2, there is a constant M>O such that lE2(z)l > IE(z, I)1 > 
M.6 7 + ’ = M,, . Therefore, 
P(~2w = /$-, ~f(w)~~du(w)< llfll$, < IE2(z)l .&,I. llr‘lI& (38) 
where Kg, = { w  E D, /?( W, K) ,< 3 } and 
llfll& =I,, If(w do(w). 
‘ I 
Obviously, K,, is a compact subset of D and Mb, is a constant which does 
not depend on z in K. From (37) and (38) it follows that 
~c(~2~~~~~~~I,+~,;‘~~~Il/II:+lISII:,,~~I~2~~~l (39) 
for all z E D. By Lemma 20, we obtain that dp = If 1’. dv is a Carleson 
measure. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 22. For dp=IfI’dv with YET(D), if we set ~~p~~2= 
SUP~.,,~.,,~,,=~~~ lg(wN’dp(w), then II~l12~C”~IIfII~forsomeconstantC”. 
Proof. From Lemma 20 and the proof of Theorem 21 it follows that 
IIPI12a-‘~wll.f,+ Ilfll&,,. 
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So to prove the corollary, it sutlices to prove that )I S )( $ < c’ . (1 f )I f for 
some c’. Since K(z,w)~c~(DxD\n) and K(z,z)>O, for each ZE&, 
there exists R(z) > 0 such that B(z, R(z)) is in D and lK(z, w)l > AZ > 0 for 
all w  E B(z, R(z)). Let M’ = maxze Knl { K(z, z)}. From 
II f II : 2 j IfW12. lk,(w)12 d4M’), B(z.R(.-J) 
it follows that 
1 If(w)12do(~)<A, 244’W’ll:p, B(r. R(:)) (40) 
By the compactness of K,, there are finitely many z,~ Kg, such that 
Kd, c U B(zj, R(z,)). Let A = min{ A$}. From (40) it follows that 
Consequently we have proved our theorem. 
Now we prove the second part of Theorem A: 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM A,. For a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain D with 
smooth boundary in @“, f E BMO(D) implies that HJ and HJ are bounded. 
Proof For eachJoBMO(D), we write f =T+f -7 By Theorem 18, 
Hr is bounded and II Hrll < C’, . II f IIBMO. On the other hand, from 
Theorem 17 we see that 
f-&9(D) and Ilf -311, G c. Ilf IIBMO. 
By Theorem 21 the measure defined by dp( f) = I f-f ) ’ du is a Carleson 
measure. Therefore, the multiplication operator M/-z is a bounded 
operator from H2( D) into L’(D), so is H/ 7 = (I- P) . M/-r. In addition, 
an application of Corollary 22 and Theorem 17 yields that 
IlH/- ~ll<ll~,-~ll=IIi4f)Il~~llf -~II.~~CG~Ilf Ilmo. 
Therefore, from H, = Hr+ H, 7 it follows that 
llH,ll G IIH~II + IIH,-rll G ~4. Ilf llmor (41) 
i.e. H, is a bounded operator. Obviously the same result is true for HP 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM C. For f E L2(D), the multiplication operator M/from H 2( D) 
into L’(D) is bounded iff f E 9(D); M/ is compact iff .f E Y(D). 
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ProoJ Since llk,( .)I[ = 1 for all z E D and kZ( .) -+ 0 weakly in H*(D) as 
z + (30, it follows that the necessities hold in both cases. From Corollary 22 
we see that fe F(D) implies the boundedness of IV,. It remains to prove 
the sufficiency offs F(D). Fix a point PE D. Since the Kobayashi metric 
is complete in D, one has D = u;=, E(P, m). Let xrn be the characteristic 
function of E( P, m) and let fm = x,,, .J Then each .f,,, has compact support 
in D. It is easy to check that {M,,,} are compact operators from H*(O) 
to L*(D). Consider g, =f -f,, for m = 1, 2, .._ It is obvious that 
((Ig,j’)’ (z)} is a decreasing sequence and (Ig,I’)- (;)Q(lfl*)’ (z) for 
each z E D. Then f E .Y( D) implies that {(I g,l*)- ) c C,,(D). Moreover, an 
easy calculation shows that for each ZE D, (lg,,I’)- (z) -+ 0 as m + x. By 
applying Dini’s Theorem one obtains that l!g,,ll,+ -+ 0. It follows from 
Corollary 22 that IV,~ + M/ in the operator norm. Thus, the compactness 
of Mlm implies the compactness of M,. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
6. THE EQUIVALENCE OF BMO AND BMO,(D), 
VMO AND VMO,(D) 
In this section, we show the equivalence of BMO(D) and BMO,(D) and 
the equivalence of VMO(D) and VMO,(D) on a bounded strongly 
pseudoconvex domain D with smooth boundary dD. 
LEMMA 23. BMO(D)c BMO,(D) and Ilfil,~C(r).IIfIIBMO. 
Proof IfJE BMO(D), by direct computation [2] we have 
5 If(u) -SW12 k,(U)12~ Ik,(w)12 4u) de(w) DXD 
=2.MO(f,~)62.llfl12,,~, (42) 
and, for any given real number r > 0, 
IE(z,r)l-*.~ [ If(u)-f(w)12du(u)dv(w)=2.M0,(j;z). (43) 
E1z.r) 4.qz.r) 
Moreover, it is clear that 
5 s lf(+f(a’ I~,(uN2 W,(~~)l’MU) du(s) E(;.rl Uz.r) 
G i If(u) -f(w)12 Wl(U)12 WAw)12 au) NW). (427 DXD 
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For ZED~,, from (42), (42’) and Theorem 12 it follows that there is a 
constant M, such that 
I i 
If(u)-f(w)l*-M~~lr(z)l-2’“+“du(u)du(w) 
Efz.r) E(2.r) 
~2.MO(j;z)f2~llfll2,,,. (44) 
By Corollary 7 and Lemma 8, there exists an M, which depends only on 
r such that M, .d(z, Jo) (n+ ‘) < IE(z, r)l and Ir(z)l z d(z, ZII) for all z E D6,. 
Hence, from (44) we see 
lE(z, r)l -2 j j, If(u)-f(w)12 au) du(w) 
E(z.r) L(2.r) 
d 2Mb. MO(f, z) G 2h-l;. II f II ;,, 
and, consequently, 
MO,(j;z)~Mb.MO(f,z)~Mb.(If II’,,0 
for all z E Dd,, where Mb is a constant depending only on r and D. 
(45) 
(46) 
For ZE D\Dd, = K, it is easy to see that d(z, L?D) > 6, for all ZE K. For 
any fixed r > 0, once again by Corollary 7 there is a constant M,(r) such 
that M,(r).d(z, i?D) “+I< IE(z, r)l, so Mr(r).6?+‘< lE(z, r)l for all ZE K. 
Therefore, 
MO,(j;z)a4;*.h, 2’n+‘). 
II Ifb-f(~)12~~(~)~4W), (47) q x q 
where K,, = {z E D : fl(z, K) < t-j. By the same methods as those used in the 
proof of Corollary 22, we can prove that the integral on the right side 
of (47) is less than M” . II f II',,o. Combining (46) and (47) produces 
MO,(f, 2) G c* . II f II ;,o with some constant C for all z E D. By definition, 
we obtain that f E BMO,(D) and II f 11, < C. II f II BMO. This completes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark. From (46) it follows that VMO(D) c VMO,(D). 
LEMMA 24. BMO,(D)cBMO(D) and Ilf IIBMO<M(r).)If IIr. 
Prooj: First of all, we claim that there is a constant r0 with 
(r/3) > r,>O such that for all R d r. and ZE D we have d(w, 8D) > 
id(z, c?D) whenever w  E E(z, R). To prove the claim, let R < 1 and z E D6,. 
For any w  in E(z, R), if w  $ D6,, then d(w, i?D) >, 6, > d(z, 8D); if w  E D,,, 
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from Lemma 8 there is a delining function r(z) such that Ir(z)l =d(z, aD) 
whenever z E D,, . Considering 
we get 
lr(w)l2lr(z)l-2. ~~.(W,-Z~)l-M~[W-il' 
/ 
for some A4 only depending on D and the defining function r(z). By the 
estimates in Lemma 5, the last inequality becomes 
Ir(w)l~Ir(z)l-2.M’.[I(~,-z),/+d(~,~D)-irv-z)]-M-/,t,-z/~. 
By Lemma6, ((w-z),l~A.R-d(z,dD)and [(K-z),J<fI.I?.JJd(z,dD) 
for some A and B independent of R < 1. If we let r = the diameter of D + 1 
and let 
r-b = [6(2M’ ~~ + M(A% + B’))] I, 
then it is easy to see that, for WE E(z, R) and R <r;, we have jr(w)1 > 
$ [r(z)/, i.e., d(w, i?D) 2 $(z, dD). So for z in D6,, we obtain our claim. 
Let K= D\D6,. By the compactness of K it is easy to check that the 
claim is true for all z E K. This finishes the proof of our claim. 
Now we consider f(z) = f(z, r/3). For w  E E(z, r,,), by use of Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality we get 
Since b( ., .) is a distance function on D, it follows that, for 
p(z, w) < r. ,< r/3, E(w, r/3) c E(z, r). An application of Corollary 7 and the 
claim we just proved yields that [j\(z)- 3(w)]* < M(r)*. MO,(f, Z) with 
some constant M(r) depending only on r. By the symmetry of z and W, 
it is clear that 13(z) -3(w)]’ < M(r)*. MO,(f, w). Hence, for ,0(z, w) < ro, 
we get 
13b-3(wN2GWr)* .min{MO,(f, z), MO,(f, WI} d Mf . /lfllf. (48) 
By Lemma 12 in [2], the following inequality holds for all z, w  E D: 
13~z’cf,-3~w)l GM; Ilfll, Cl +ri’ .B(z, ~11. (49) 
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Note that 
[ 
I:2 
J5MO(f,z)‘!Z= [ I3u - ( ) 3Wl’. lW)12~ IkW12 do(u) Ww) 
DXD 1 
D I 
Ii2 
<2 13(4-3(z)12~ W,(u)12 do(u) . D 
Applying (49) and Theorem 19 to above inequality, we obtain that 
for a constant C only depending on r and D. 
Next considering g = J - 1 we want to show that g is in F(D). By 
Theorem C, it will suffice to prove that the operator M,- r from H’(D) to 
L’(D) is bounded. Since 3( ) z is continuous on D and f~ L.‘(D), it is easy 
to check that the measure defined by &(z)= If(z)-f(z)12 dt(z) is a 
positive and a-finite measure on D. So we only need to show that &(z) = 
lf-312 du(z) is a Carleson measure on H’(D). 
For our purpose, we let E(z) = E(z, r/3) be the open set in Lemma 20. It 
is easy to check that E’(z) = E(z, r). By the method we used in the proof 
of Theorem 21, it will be enough to prove (35) in order to show that p is 
a Carleson measure. Observe that 
+.I 
13(w)-3(d12 do(w) El:.rl 1 
6 4(IE(z, r)lllE(z, r/3)1). lE(z, r)l . MO,(S, z) 
+2. 
I 3 I (WI -3(z)12 du(w). (51) E(z.r) 
By Lemma 6 and Corollary 7, it follows that the first term in (51) is less 
than M:. IE(z, r)l . MO,(f,z) for some constant M: independent of ZE D. 
By using (49) we obtain that 
JE,:.,, 13(w)-3(z)12dvWJ Ilfll~~(~ + r;’ .Bk w))~~v(w) .qZ.,) 
5lln:1w2-12 
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forallzED.IfweletM=M~+3.M~.(1+r,’.r)2,then(51)isbounded 
by M. II.~l!~. IE(z, r)l. Since E(z, r) = E’(z), it follows that 
for all z E D and the constant M relies only on r and rO. By Lemma 20, 
p is a Carleson measure and Ilpl/ z < C(r)’ . )I .j’/lz with the constant C(r) 
relying only on r and rO. Hence, g=j‘-fEF(D)cBMO(D) and 
If-3Il., ,< C(r). II.fl:,. Note thatf=f+ (f-3) and 
Therefore,fE BMO(D) and II./‘IIRMO 6 C&+ C(r)). Ilfll,. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In the proof off -feF(D), we proved that f -fEL’(D). 
Consequently we have 3(z) E L2( D) for f~ BMO,(D). 
Combining the last two lemmas proved above, we get that BMO(D) = 
BMO,(D) fir each r > 0 and the “norm” I(. [IBM0 is equioalenr to the 
“norm” 1) . )I , . 
Thus, we have completed the proof of Theorem A. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 25. VMO,(D) c VMO( D) 
ProoJ: In the proof of Lemma 24 we proved that there exists an r0 > 0 
such that 
1.h) -3t~N2 G M(r)’ .min{MO,(f; =), MO,(f, ~1) GWr)’ Il./II5 
for all z, w  ED with p(z, w) ,< rO. 
Let p,, be a fixed interior point of D. Ifj’E VMO,, by the completeness 
of /I( ., .) and the definition of VMO,, then for any E >O, there is an R> 1 
such that MO,(f, z) < e2 for all z E D\E(p,, R - 1). For this R there is a 
6 > 0 such that (2R + r,)/(/?(z, pO) - R) < E whenever z E Dg. For any z E D6 
and w  in D, let y(r) be a smooth curve of Kobayashi length LK(y)= 
L ,< b(z, up) + I: in D connecting I and w  with ~(0) = z and y( 1) = H’. 
(1) If /?(z, ~)>p(p,, z)- R, for N = [L/rO], the biggest integer 
smaller than L/r,, let 0= 1, < 1, < . . . < tN< I,, , = 1 such that for 
zj=V(tj) and a,=vCtj, [,+,I we have L,(cj)=ro forj=O, 1, . . . . N- 1 and 
L,(a,) < rO. Let 
J={O<iGN-1 :max{P(zj,Po),P(z,,r,po)}3R} 
and 
J’= (0, 1, . . . . N}\J. 
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Note that 
I3(z,-fi~)l~cI3~z,)-P(z,+I)I=c l3(z,)-3(z,+,)l 
JEJ 
By using (48) and (49) it follows that 
I3(z)-P(w)l< Mz, w)/r0+21.c.Wr)+ C Wr).Ilfll, 
1eJ’ 
~[B(z,~~)/r”+2].r:.M(r)+ 1 M(r) 
IEJ’ 
~IIfII,~~K~~,I)I~O+~~~~~Il.fIIr 
f [B(z, w)/r, + 21 .c. M(r) 
+~~~~+~~/~o~~~~~~lI1‘II,+~~~~~Ilfll. 
</l(z, w)/rO.M(r).{c+ [(2.(R+E)+r”) 
. Ilf II,+ 2~ ~rJ(P(~, A) - R)} 
< t . fl(z, w) . M(r)/r, . [2 + 2 II f I( ,I. 
(2) If P(z, w)<P(z, po)- R, then for any z, on 7 we have 
fl(Po, z,) b b, PO) - k z,) 2 /3(=, po) - Kz, NI) - E 3 R - I. 
Therefore, 
IRZ) -P(w)1 G B(z, w)/ro .c.M(r)+2c.M(r)=E.[P(~, w)/ro+2] .M(r). 
Combining (1) and (2), we get that for ZE D, and w  in D the following 
estimate holds, 
IPb) -3tw)l GE. C(r)CP(z, \+J) + 1 I, (#I 
where C(r) is a constant relying only on r and I( f )lr. 
(A) We consider r and want to prove 3~ VMO( D). Observe that 
MO(j: z)“’ < 2. 1 
I/2 
13(z)-3(w)lZ.I~,(w)12d~(w) 
[i 1 
112 
<2. Cc. C(rN8k w) + 1 )I*. Ik,(w)12 ddw) D 
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for all z E D,. Using Theorem 19 it follows that 
MU(,f, z)“* < A(r). & 
with some constant A(r) independent of ZE D,. But E is arbitrary, hence 
3~ VMO(D). 
(B) Next we consider g(z)=!(z)-f(z) and want to prove 
g(z) E 5(D). By Theorem C, it will be sufficient to prove that the operator 
M, is compact. For p0 E D and 6 z 0 given at the beginning of the proof, 
let Ki = E( pO, 2ir) for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . By the completeness of /I( ., .). we have 
u;” Ki= D and for each E > 0 there is a N such that MO,(f, z) < e2 and 
z E Dd for all z E D with /I(z, pO) > 2N. r. 
Let x, be the characteristic function on K,. Let G, = x, g and F, = g - G,. 
Since G, E L’(D) with compact support on K, and M, is bounded as we 
proved in the proof of Lemma 24, it is easy to check that Mo, are compact 
operators and M,; are bounded operators. Therefore, to prove the com- 
pactness of M,, we only need to show that M, - MGr= M, + 0 in the 
operator norm [27, p. 1311. 
Considering the positive measures dp, = IF,/‘. dr, in Lemma 24 we 
proved that the measure defined by lg(z)12 &J(Z) is a Carleson measure. 
Thus, it is easy to see that the measures defined by IF,(z)12du(z) are 
Carleson measures. Since II M,JI = 11~,11, we only need to show that II,u,II -+ 0 
as i -+ cc in order to prove M,; + 0 in the operator norm. 
For any ZE D, let E(z) = E(z, r/3), then E’(z) = E(z, r) as we proved 
before. Note that 
P,(E2(Z)) = jE(z,r, I(1 -L).g(w)12du(w). 
So for z E K, _, we have p,(E’(z)) = 0. Now we let i > N + 2, then for any 
z E D\K, , , /I(z, pO) 2 2(i - 1) r > 2N. r. Thus, z E Dd and MU,(f, z) < E’. 
By using ( # ) and an inequality similar to (51) one obtains that 
p,(E’(z)) dc2 .c(r) IE2(z)l 
for i> N + 2, where c(r) is a constant depending only on r and 1) f 11,. An 
application of Lemma 20 and Corollary 22 yields that Il/.~~ll <E .rn(r) for 
some constant m(r). This implies that /(pi/J -+ 0 as i + ZZ. Consequently we 
obtain that I( M, - M,, II + 0. So M, is a compact operator. This implies 
gEY(D)e VMO(D). 
Combining (A) and (B), we get f =f+(f -i)E VMO(D), i.e. 
VMO,( D) c VMO( D). Q.E.D. 
Combining Lemma 25 with rhe remark after Lpmma 23, we have proved 
that VMO,(D) = VMO(D), i.e. thefirst part of Theorem B. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. From Theorem A( 1) and Theorem B( 1) it follows that for 
any r, s > 0, BMO,(D) = BMO,(D) and VMO,(D) = VMO,(D). Since the 
Kobayashi metric is equivalent to the Bergman metric on a strongly 
pseudoconvex domain, it follows that the spaces BMO,( D)( VMO,(D)) 
defined here using the Kobayashi metric are the same as those defined in 
[2] using the Bergman metric. 
I. VMO 
Following [2], for SE L’(D) we introduce the notations 
Ilfll..?=;~o MOM z)“2Y 
Ilfll, = Il(lfl’)-- (z)ll$ IIfIl.F.s= Jj$ I(lfl’)-- (z)l’!2. 
For f E C(D), we define 
IISII,,,=~~f{M:If~~)-/~w)ldM~B~~,~)~~,~~~j, 
Ilf II osc,c3 = inf{ M : V’E > 0,3 compact subset J, c D such that for 
z$J,, IS(z)-f(w)1 G(M+E).P(z, wW=D}. 
It is easy to check that for g in L’(D) with compact support in D, H, is 
compact and (lgl*)- (z) E C,(D) [2]. We write 
c.s = {g E L2( D) with compact support in D} 
and 
ccs = cs n C(D). 
LEMMA 26 [2]. Let D be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
smooth boundary in 6”. Iff~9(D), then infgE,, Ilf+ gllF < Ilfll,,,. 
LEMMA 27 [2]. Ifh(z) is in C(D), then 
inf llh+gll.,~,h Ilhllosc.~. *E (‘cs 
LEMMA 28[2j. There is a constant C, such that for allf c BMO(D), we 
have 
llfll osc,a~C2 IlfllB.2. 
Proof: By replacing the Bergman metric by the Kobayashi metric and 
substituting the central point 0 of the bounded symmetric domains by a 
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lixed interior point p0 of D, the proof given in [2] can be carried over 
word by word. Q.E.D. 
The following two lemmas were proved in [2] for the bounded 
symmetric domains by different methods. 
LEMMA 29. There is (I constant C1 such that for all h E C(D), llhjl BMo < 
C, llhll.,,. 
ProoJ Note that 
Ih(w) - &z)l d j Ihb4 - h(u)1 . Ik,(u)l’ du(u) 
G Ilhll.,, j- B( w, u) Ik,(u)12du(u) 
G Ilhll.,, [B(lr,Z)+~~(z,U).lki(u)12dv(u)]. (52) 
By the estimates given in Theorem 19, there exists a constant M, such that 
lh(~~7) - &)I G Ilhll.,, CDL w) + M21. 
Then. 
MO(h, +j Ih(w)-j$dl’. lk,(w)12du(w) 
G llhll:; I Mz, WI + &I2 Ik,(w)12 du(w). 
Once again by using Theorem 19 it follows that there exists a constant M; 
such that MO(h, z) d M;. llhll~,,. By definition, this means that llhllsMo < 
C,. llhll.,. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 30. There is a constant C4 such that for all/E B&IO(D) we have 
Ilf -211 ~.abC4.11fllL9,?. 
ProoJ: It is clear that (/J-.7) *) : (z)l!* < MOV; z)“‘~ + (If-y(z)] 2)5(z)“2. 
Since 
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and by Lemma 28 we have (1 f (1 Osc.ii < C, . I( f (I B.d, i.e., YE > 0, 35 compact 
in D such that for ZED\J and WED we have If(z)--f(w)lG 
[C, . 1) f I) B,,, + E] . fl(z, w), it follows that for z E D\J, 
where M, is a constant independent of z and f (for details see Theorem 19). 
Let C4 = fi. C2 + 1. By definition we have proved 11 f-f I( F,G 6 
c‘l. Ilf II&d. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 31. There is a constant C so that jor all f c BMO( D) we have 
inf ~IH,+KIl~C~II.J‘lI,,. 
K compact 
Proof: Since gE cs implies that H, is a compact operator, it will 
suffice to prove that inf,. (‘s 1) Hf+ B(I d C. I( f I) B,c3. Moreover, since g E cs 
implies that go BMO(D), from (41) we see that we only need to prove 
infRE c.y 11 f + .!dI EM0 6 c ’ 11 f II B.d. 
First of all, we consider f -J By Theorem 17, f E BMO(D) implies that 
f-3&(D). A n application of Lemma 26 yields that VE > 0, 3g, E cs 
SO that IIf - 3 + g,ll, < E + IIf - 311r.,v thus IIf - 3 + g,llB,+,O G 
E+ Ilf -fll,.,. By Lemma 30 we get 
Ilf-3+g,lIB,,~E+C,Ilfll,.,. (53) 
Next we consider J By Lemma 27, there is a g, E ccs with 
llf+ g2ll.&Jz (E+ I13110sc.J 
since f is continuous in D. An application of Lemma 28 yields 
113+g2hc4(&+CZ Ilf IIB,?). 
By Lemma 29, it follows that 
113+8211BMO~~.C3(E+C2 IIf II,?.?). (54) 
Combining (53) and (54) we obtain 
Ilf + g, + gzll BMO~E.(1+~‘C3)+(C4+C2C3~) II.,-IIB,,+ 
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Let C = C4 + CZ C3 $, finally we have proved 
inf Ilf+~ll~,,d~~IlfllB.~~. 
RE (‘5 
Consequently, 
inf lIH,+KIl GC. Ilfll..,~. Q.E.D. 
Kcomprct 
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem B: 
For JE VMO(D), by definition we have )( J‘II B.A = 0. Theorem 3 1 yields 
that infKcompact llH/+ KII = 0. It follows that Hf is compact. On the other 
hand, forfE VMO(D), it is obvious that je VMO(D), hence H, is compact. 
Q.E.D. 
8. THE BLOCH SPACE AND I-HE LITTLE BL~CH SPACE 
In this section we characterize the spaces of functions f in H*(D) such 
that the Hankel operators Hf are bounded and functions f E H*(D) such 
that the Hankel operators HJ are compact, respectively. 
The following lemma is contained in Theorem 2.1 in [ 173. 
LEMMA 32 [ 173. Let D be a hounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
smooth boundary in @“. If f (z) E H*(D), then f is in the Bloch space A%(D) 
if and only IY there exists a constant C such that I f(z) - f(w)1 < C./l(z, w) 
for all z, w in D. 
Now we can prove our Theorem D: 
Iff E9?(D), then I f(z)- f(w)1 < C./?(Z, w). By Theorem 19 (1) it follows 
that the Hankel operator HJ is bounded. 
If Hf is bounded, since for each z in D the function k,(w) E H*(D) and 
Ilkz(w)ll = 1, we have 
Note that 
WddW = (f(z) -f(w), k,(w), 
so 
I l f(z)- f(w)l*.Ik,(w)l*dv(w)~ llH/ll*. 
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Moreover, for f in H’(O), by direct computation using the reproducing 
property of the Bergman kernel, we can prove 
MO(“L z) = 1 If(z)-fW12. k,(w)12 du(w). (55) 
Therefore, MO(f, z) < IIHYI12 for all z E D, i.e. f~ BMOA( D). 
If f~ BMOA(D), since the Berezin transform of f is itself, from 
Corollary 16, we see that 
By Lemma 32, we have proved f E: 99(D). Q.E.D. 
To prove Theorem E, we need to develop some machinery for the little 
Bloch space on strongly pseudoconvex domains. 
We write A = {f:f is holomorphic in D and C” in b} and let b(D) be 
the 1) .I\ p closure of A, then we can prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 33. If D is a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with 
smooth boundary in Q=“, then h(D) = .Q&( D). 
Proof. (a) Since the infinitesimal Kobayashi metric F,(p, <)a 
c . d( p, 8D) 1’2 . Ill [ 1 ] for some constant c, it is easy to check that 
A c go(D). Now we want to prove that a0 is a closed subspace of 9(D). 
In fact, if {J”} c S&(D) and lim, _ oc II fn -f II a = 0, then for any E > 0, 
there is a N such that when n > N we have 11 f, -f 11 9 < 42, i.e., for each 
LED and ~E@“\O we have I(f,,-f)* (p).tl <s/2F,(p, 5). On the other 
hand, since {J,} E A$,( D), if we fix any no > N, by definition there is an 
6 > 0 so that 
ILL,)* (P).<l <GFK(P, 5) when d( p, 8D) < 6. 
Combining the last two inequalities yields that 
If*(P).rl G If”,*(P)*rl+ IV-f,)* (P).Q <E*FdP, 0 
whenever d(p, 8D) < 6. By definition we have proved f E go(D). 
(b) For each f E go(D), it follows from [5] that f = P(g) for some 
g E C,(D), the space of functions continuous in 15 and zero at the boundary 
dD. For this g E C,(D), it is obvious that there is a sequence of functions 
{g,} c C”(D) such that g, + g uniformly on 6. Since the Bergman 
projection is continuous from L” into 9?(D) [S], it follows that P(g,,,) 
converges to P(g) =J On the other hand, it is well known [23] that 
{ P( g,)} is in C-(D), therefore, { P(g,)} c A. This finishes the proof of 
our theorem. Q.E.D. 
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Now we can prove Theorem E: 
(1) If H, is compact, since k,(w) -+ 0 weakly as c + dD [2], it follows 
that 
i.e., 
;tmo J If(z)-f(~)12’I~,(~~)12d~(~~)=0. 
By definition and (55), this gives f E VMOA(D). 
(2) Assume/e VMOA(D). For any z in D and 5 in @“\O, since D is 
open, there exists a small E (E may depend on z and t) such that z + r. 5 E D 
for all 0 < t < E. Let y(t) = {z + I . c}, then 7 is a C’ curve in D with 
y(O)=z. Since.7=.1; Lemma 15 implies 
ldf~Y(O))ld~l d ‘b-f. MO(f, Yv-v)‘~‘2~ FK(Y(O), Y’(O)). 
Noting that ~(0) = z, y’(O) = r and df(y(O))/dr =,f*(z) .<, we obtain 
I,f*(z) . <I <l&l. MO(f, z)‘;Z. F,(z. 0. 
However, forj‘in VMOA(D), MO(f, 1) + 0 as z + i?D. Hence, If*(.z).rl = 
o(F,(z, 0) as z + dD, i.e., j(z) E go(D). 
(3) Iff‘E93JD), by Theorem 33 there exist.f, in A such that 
IIf-fnll,# -+o as n+s. 
Since f, E A implies that ,fn E C” (6). By a theorem in [26], the Hankel 
operators Hfn are compact. Let F, =/-f,. From IIF,//,* + 0 we see that 
for any E > 0, there is a N such that IIF,,)j, < E when n B N, i.e., 
IF, Jz) . (1 <E . FK(z, 5) for all z in D and r in V\O whenever n 2 N. For 
z, w  E D, let y(t) be any C ’ curve with r(O) = z and ‘;( 1) = w. Then 
IF,,(z) - F,,(w)l = j; f F,,(Y(~)) dfl s J’ lFn,(~(t)) .r’(t)l dt 
0 
J 
I 
<<E. FJy(f), ‘i’(l))dr=~.LAy). 
0 
Therefore, I F,,(z) - F,,(w)( d E . /I(;, w), 
Note that 
lH~n&)l G I, If-n(w) - F,,(z)l . INZ, W)I lg(w)l do(w), 
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hence, for n z N and z E D we have 
Once again by using Theorem 19 it follows that 
for some constant M, independent of g and .1: Since E is arbitrary, we 
obtain that II/. + HJ in the operator norm as n -+ co. By the compactness 
of H,, the Hankel operator H, is compact [27, p. 1311. Q.E.D. 
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